Kathy King’s studio is a smorgasboard of weaving looms and other fiber tools. As we
made our way around the studio Kathy shared the story behind her looms and the current
weave structure she is working on.

One of the first looms that may catch your attention is the Glimakra Draw loom. She
has made many trips to Vavstuga learning to weave various weave structures. After
experience a Draw Loom she found a used one for sale. She planned to take her car to look at
it. Her friend Bettes offered to drive her van, just in case. We know what happened. She is
currently weaving a 6-shaft satin using 50 pattern shafts.

Here are just a few samples of what can be woven on a draw loom.

Next we stopped at a 16-harness table loom. Some Bhutanese fabric she purchased on one of
her trips inspired the fabric she is weaving. Bhutanese use a back strap loom for kushitara
weaving which is an elaborate pick –up technique.

We also had the opportunity to see her 16-harness AVL compu-dobby loom in action.
The original owner of this loom was the Philadelphia College of Textiles. Bettes was also
involved transporting this on home.

Kathy enjoys portable looms, like this back strap loom. She usually weaves narrower pieces
but graduated to a much wider piece for a challenge.

After taking a marudai class with Rodrick Owen and seeing other Japanese braiding
techniques, one of her new interests is a form of Kumihimo using a Takadai. She
demonstrated the technique for us.

Please take note of the Swedish band loom on the left, currently being used for tablet weaving.
Kathy acquired this loom at on e of the picnic sales. It belonged to Nancy Lind.

Kathy’s Uncle Jimmy picked up this Gallinger loom at an auction. She was able to purchase
this and a flax spinning wheel at his estate auction.

In this photo from above you see her Toika and in the background her Cello. Her “studio,”
which is called Baronial Hall, doubles as a music room with the cello and a piano tucked
among the looms.

On the lower level is her sewing area.

And of course there is another loom. Gloria Oldenburg rescued this loom from the trash man
when a neighbor was moving.

As we make our way back to the studio we get a glimpse of two maps. They mark the places
where Kathy and her husband Mike have traveled. We enjoyed hearing how fiber and fabric
plays an important part in her travels.
We decided on the way home we would like to stay for a while to “play” with all her big girl
“toys.”
Thank you Kathy for sharing some of your worldly experiences.

